
price: $16

item #Qk0215 Papertrey Ink, Cincinnati, OH 45209
stamps & kit  can be purchased on our website :  www.papertreyink.com

quickkits
complete instruct ions for  quick & easy cards!

design ideas for friends ‘til the end



quickkits
DESIGN

ripe avocado cardstock

raspberry fizz cardstock

dark chocolate cardstock

vintage cream cardstock

raspberry fizz ink

versamagic (for embossing)

dark chocolate satin ribbon

filagree clear embossing powder

copic markers: RV 17 & blender  pen

rhinestones

foam dimensionals

SUPPLIES:

CUTTING LIST:
ripe avocado card base 10” x 7”

raspberry fizz  6 ¼” x 4 ¼ “

dark chocolate 6 1/8” x 4 1/8” 

vintage cream:  (2) 3“ x 4”

instructions:
1. Cut & score card base to make finished 

    card sized 5" x 7".

2. Cut dark chocolate, raspberry fizz & vintage 

    cream layers.

3. Adhere raspberry and dark chocolate layers 

    to card front.

4. Stamp flowers onto vintage cream blocks with 

    embossing ink. Apply embossing powder, shake 

    off excess and heat to set.

5. Color within boundries of embossed lines 

    with marker. Use blender as needed.

6. Stamp sentiment choices on opposite ends 

   of cream blocks usign raspberry ink.  Apply 

   rhinestones.

7. Tie each block with satin ribbon.

9. Adhere to matted card cover using foam 

    dimensionals.
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by dawn mcvey
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raspberry fizz card stock

dark chocolate card stock

vintage cream card stock

ripe avocado card stock

raspberry fizz ink

dark chocolate ink

ripe avocado stitched ribbon

corner rounder punch

prism glitter

SUPPLIES:

CUTTING LIST:
raspberry fizz card base 4 1/4" x 11"

dark chocolate 3 3/4" x 4 1/4"

raspberry fizz 3 1/2" x 3 1/2"

16" ripe avocado stitched ribbon

instructions:
1. Cut & score card base to make finished 

    card sized 4 1/4" x 5 1/2".

2. Cut dark chocolate and raspberry fizz layers.

3. Use corner rounder punch on top right 

    corner of raspberry fizz layer.

4. Adhere raspberry fizz layer to dark

    chocolate layer.

5. Tie bow around both layers and adhere 

    to card front with foam dimensionals.

6. Stamp sentiment on lower right corner 

    of card base.

7. Stamp flower 3 times and cut out layers.  

    Adhere with foam dimensionals behind 

    each layer.

8. Stamp 1 large and 2 small leaves and cut out.

9. Adhere flower and leaves to card front.

10. Add glitter to center of flower.
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vintage cream cardstock 

raspberry fizz cardstock

dark chocolate ink

raspberry fizz ink

vintage cream ink

ripe avocado stitched ribbon

stick pins

pink gem

brown pen

foam adhesive

1” circle punch

sewing machine and pink thread

SUPPLIES:

CUTTING LIST:
vintage cream card base 8 ½ x 7 ½” 

vintage cream 3 3/8” x 6 ¾” 

raspberry fizz (#1) 3 ½” x 6 7/8” 

raspberry fizz (#2) 3 ½” x 3/8” 

ripe avocado stitched ribbon (2) 4” 

instructions:
1. Cut & score card base to make finished size 4 ¼” x 7 ½”. 

    Stitch edges with pink thread.

2. Stamp flower images randomly along left edge of 

    smaller cream cardstock using raspberry ink.

3. Stamp small flower stamen image just above and below 

   where ribbon will be positioned using chocolate ink.  

   Using brown pen and ruler, draw lines across front of 

   card up to these stamped images.  

4. Using cream ink, stamp sentiment onto strip of 

    raspberry cardstock (#2).  Adhere to ribbon.  Knot 

    remaining ribbon piece around strip.  Trim ends and 

    adhere across front of card.  

5. Using chocolate ink, stamp “Friend” along right edge of card.  

6. Adhere this finished cream block onto raspberry 

    cardstock (#1) with foam adhesive.  Adhere to card base.

7. Using chocolate ink, stamp smaller flower image onto 

    scrap of cream cardstock.  Punch out center of flower 

    using 1” circle punch.  Embellish center with gem and 

    adhere to card with foam adhesive.

8. Accent knotted ribbon with two decorative pins.  
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raspberry fizz cardstock

ripe avocado cardstock

dark chocolate cardstock

ripe avocado ink

raspberry fizz ink

momento black (for flowers & leaves)

ripe avocado stitched ribbon

buttons & twine

foam tape

paper piercer

copic markers (0, W1, W3, YG91, YG93, 

YG95, YG97, RV04, RV17, RV19)

SUPPLIES:

CUTTING LIST:
vintage cream card base 4 ¼” x 11”

vintage cream (#1) 2 5/8” x 3 5/8”

vintage cream (#2) 2” x 4”

dark chocolate (#1) 4 1/8” x 5 ¼”

dark chocolate (#2) 2 1/8” x 4”

ripe avocado 2 ½” x 3 ½”

instructions:
1. Align several of the words images on a large 

    acrylic block and stamp them onto raspberry 

    cardstock using raspberry ink. Mat with chocolate 

    cardstock (#1). Adhere to card front.

2.Clean the word background and stamp onto cream 

   cardstock (#1) using avocado ink. Mat cream with 

   chocolate cardstock (#2). Adhere to cover.

3. Stamp avocado cardstock with leaves and color 

    between them with a YG95 marker. Pierce holes 

    about 1/8" in from the edges of this piece and mat 

    with cream cardstock (#2). Stamp "there's no one 

    l ike you" twice, using avocado and raspberry inks. 

    Trim and adhere.

4. Stamp flower leaves in memento ink onto cream 

    cardstock and color. To get highlights, use your clear 

    blender to push color aside. Cut out and adhere to 

    cover using foam tape..

5. Adhere avocado ribbon strip, covering ends with 

    buttons. Stamp inside if desired.
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vintage cream ink

raspberry fizz ink

ripe avocado ink

dark chocolate cardstock

raspberry fizz cardstock

ripe avocado cardstock

vintage cream cardstock

dark chocolate satin ribbon

giga scalloped rectangle punch 

ripe avocado vintage buttons

linen thread

craft knife

SUPPLIES:

CUTTING LIST:
vintage cream card base 7” x 7”

dark chocolate cardstock 2 ½“ x 2”

raspberry fizz cardstock 2 ½“ x 2”  

ripe avocado cardstock 2 ½“ x 2”

instructions:
1. Cut & score card base to make finished card 

    sized 7” x 3 ½”.  Reserve scraps.

2. Cut 2 ½” x 2” strips from remaining colors.  

    Set side by side and tape together on the back.

3. Stamp smaller flower image randomly on strips 

    using cream ink.  Set aside to dry briefly.

4. Stamp “my fabulous” in avocado ink on 

    reserved scrap of cream cardstock.  Stamp 

    the larger “Friend” in raspberry ink below 

   “my fabulous”.  Punch sentiment out with 

    rectangle punch.

5. Make slits on each side of scalloped rectangle 

    and insert pieces of satin ribbon.  

6. Thread each button with linen thread and tie 

    ends around the ribbon.  

7. Adhere flower panel to center of card base.  

8. Adhere sentiment to center of flower panel 

    using foam tape.
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dark chocolate ink pad & reinker

vintage cream ink pad & reinker

raspberry fizz ink pad & reinker

vintage cream cardstock

dark chocolate cardstock

raspberry fizz cardstock

raspberry fizz grosgrain ribbon

dark chocolate satin ribbon

corner rounder

mega scallop oval punch

sewing machine/thread

SUPPLIES:

CUTTING LIST:
dark chocolate 8 ½” x 5 ½”

raspberry fizz: 5” x 3 ¾”

vintage cream: 4 ½” x 3 ¼” 

ribbons: 18” (and scraps for tabs)

instructions:
1. Stamp the flower images onto the chocolate cardstock with 

    cream ink. Let dry completely.

2. Stamp the flower, leaf, and flower bud images onto cream 

    cardstock with chocolate ink. Stamp ‘friend’ sentiment in 

    raspberry ink and ‘there’s no one like you’ in chocolate.

3. Use reinkers to watercolor flower image. Let dry.

4. Round corners of raspberry & cream cardstock. Mat cream 

   with raspberry piece and stitch around edge.. Stitch ribbon 

   scraps to the cardstock to create the tabs.

5. Fold chocolate cardstock in half to form a 5 ½” x 4 ¼” card. 

    Round all corners. With the fold to the bottom, fold down the 

    front top edge about 1” Stitch up each side of the “pocket” 

    with a sewing machine.

6. Layer the satin ribbon on top of the grosgrain and tie 

    around the pocket.

7. Stamp ‘friend’ sentiment onto a scrap of cream cardstock 

   using raspberry ink. Stamp ‘til the end’ in chocolate. Punch 

   out with oval punch. Adhere to front of the pocket.

8. Insert card into the pocket to deliver to your friend!
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dark chocolate ink

vintage cream ink

dark chocolate cardstock

vintage cream cardstock

raspberry fizz cardstock

ripe avocado cardstock

raspberry fizz grosgrain ribbon

dark chocolate satin ribbon

ripe avocado stitched ribbon

1 1/4 square punch

foam dimensionals

SUPPLIES:

CUTTING LIST:
dark chocolate card base 5 ½”  x 8 ½” 

dark chocolate  3 ¾” x 3 ¾”

dark chocolate (punch) 1 ¼” square 

raspberry fizz 4 ¼” x 4 ¼”

ripe avocado (punch) 1 ¼” square 

vintage cream 3 ½” x 3 ½”

instructions:

1. Cut & score card base to make finished card 

    size 4 ¼” x 5 ½”.

2. Use corner rounder (guard off) to create a 

    scallop border on one end of the raspberry layer. 

    Adhere to bottom, center of card base.

3. Randomly stamp flowers in chocolate ink onto 

    cream cardstock. Layer onto chocolate mat.

4. Apply satin ribbon over grosgrain  ribbon.  

    Adhere to back of the chocolate mat to form tab.

5. Adhere avocado ribbon tab as well. Apply 

    dimensionals and adhere to raspberry layer.

6. Stamp "genuine" onto chocolate square with 

    cream ink. Adhere to card.

7. Stamp "friend" onto avocado square using 

    chocolate ink. Adhere to card

 

by lauren meader
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dark chocolate ink 

raspberry fizz ink 

ripe avocado ink 

yintage cream ink

dark chocolate cardstock 

raspberry fizz cardstock  

ripe avocado cardstock 

vintage cream cardstock

scoring & piercing tools

fuchsia brad

stickles stardust glitter

corner rounder

SUPPLIES:

CUTTING LIST:
vintage cream card base 8 ½” x 5 ½”

vintage cream 5 ½” x ¾”

ripe avocado 4 ¼” x 5 ½”

dark chocolate 5 ½” x 1”

raspberry fizz 5 ½” x ½”

instructions:
1. Cut & score card base to make finished 

    size 4 ¼” x 5 ½”.

2. Round bottom corners of avocado cardstock 

    and sponge edges.

3. Sponge edges of chocolate cardstock. Score 

    top and bottom to create decorative line. 

4. Wrinkle raspberry cardstock with fingers 

    and paper pierce. 

5. Sponge edges of cream cardstock block.

6. Adhere all pieces as shown. Stamp sentiment 

    in chocolate ink and Friends image in cream ink.

7. Affix brad.

8. Stamp flower image with chocolate ink onto 

    raspberry cardstock and the leaf image onto 

    avocado cardstock. Trim and sponge edges.  

9. Form flower and adhere to card. Use stickles 

    to highlight center of the flower
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dark chocolate cardstock

raspberry fizz cardstock

vintage cream cardstock

ripe avocado cardstock

dark chocolate ink

raspberry fizz ink

vintage cream ink

ripe avocado ink

raspberry fizz grosgrain ribbon

ripe avocado stitched ribbon

fiskars threading water border punch

corner rounder

doodlebug gems

SUPPLIES:

CUTTING LIST:
dark chocolate card base  6 ½” x 5 1/8”

raspberry fizz  (cover) 3 ¼”  x 3 1/8”

raspberry fizz  (interior) 3” x 5”

ripe avocado 3 ¼” x ¾”

vintage cream (2) 3 ¼”  x ½” 

ribbons each 8” 

instructions:
1. Cut & score card base to make finished size 3 1/4” x 5 1/8”.

2. Attach avocado strip near top of card cover.

3. Stamp ½ way up card using chocolate ink and closed 

    blossom image.

4. Stamp raspberry block for cover with large blossom using 

    cream ink

5. Stamp 2 large blossoms on avocado cardstock scrap using 

    cream ink.  Cut centers out & trim to fit flowers on raspberry 

    block.  Adhere.

6. Wrap strips of ribbon around stamped raspberry block.  

    Knot on left.

7. Scallop cream strips along one edge.  Adhere to backside 

    of raspberry block and adhere to card front just below avocado 

    strip.  Embellish centers of flowers with gems.

8. On scrap of cream, stamp “hello”, trim, adhere and embellish.

9. To complete inside of card, round right corners of raspberry 

    interior block and adhere.

10. On a scrap of cream, stamp “my fabulous” in avocado ink, 

      and “friend” in raspberry.  Trim to fit inside of card, round top 

      right and bottom left corners and adhere.  Embellish.

11. Stamp small leaf cream scrap using avocado ink, cut out, 

     and adhere under sentiment.
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dark chocolate ink

raspberry fizz ink

ripe avocado ink

dark chocolate cardstock

vintage cream cardstock

raspberry fizz grosgrain ribbon

ripe avocado stitched ribbon

3/4" , 1" and 1-3/8" circle punches

scor-tape

buttons

twine or embroidery floss

foam dimensionals

mini glue dots

SUPPLIES:

CUTTING LIST:
dark chocolate card base 4.25" x 11" 

vintage cream 4" x 5-1/4”

ribbons 4-1/4" each 

instructions:
1. Cut & score card base to make finished 

    size 4 1/4” x 5 ½”.

2. Stamp cream cardstock with small and large 

    flowers using raspberry and avocado inks.  

2. Stamp sentiment along bottom of cream 

    cardstock, using raspberry and avocado inks.

3. Adhere stamped cream cardstock to card front.

4. Stamp additional flowers onto cream scraps.  

    Punch flower centers using 3/4" circle punch 

    for small flower and 1" for large flower.  Adhere 

    to flower centers using foam dimensionals.  

5. Adhere two strips of scor-tape to card front as 

    shown in photo.  Remove covering, and adhere 

    ribbon strips.  Trim off excess with sharp scissors.

6. Stamp *hello* with avocado ink.  Stamp *friend* 

    in raspberry ink onto cream scrap.  Punch with 

    1-3/8" circle punch. Add buttons with glue dots.  

7. Adhere to card front using foam dimensionals.

quickkits
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raspberry fizz ink

ripe avocado ink

raspberry fizz cardstock

ripe avocado cardstock

dark chocolate cardstock

vintage cream cardstock

dark chocolate satin ribbon

raspberry fizz grosgrain ribbon

rectangle nestabilities die

¼” hole punch 

paper piercer

copic markers (or other coloring medium)

white & brown buttons

pink thread

scor-tape

Foam dimensionals

SUPPLIES:

CUTTING LIST:
ripe avocado card base 5 ½” x 11” 

raspberry fizz 5 1/8” x 4 1/8” 

dark chocolate (#1) 5 ¼” x 4 ¼” 

dark chocolate (#2) 2 ¼” x 2 7/8”

vintage cream 2 1/8” x 2 ¾” (or use die)

ribbons 18” each 

 

instructions:
1. Cut & score card base to make finished size 5 ½” x 5 ½”.  

    Score 1” from center fold on either side to create spine.

2. Stamp “friend” and flower images on raspberry 

    cardstock using raspberry ink.

3. Mat with chocolate cardstock (#1) and adhere card front.

4. Adhere the two ribbons together using scor-tape. 

5. Punch ¼” hole in spine of card 1 ¼” from top. Wrap 

    ribbons around spine to the back. Pull ends up through 

    hole to the front.  Tie ends in knot around existing 

    ribbon wrap.  Adhere button to knot.

6. Mat cream rectangle with chocolate cardstock (#2). 

    Pierce border around edge of cream.  Adhere to cover 

    using foam dimensional.

7. Stamp flowers and leaves onto cream cardstock. Color 

   and cut out.

8. Pierce holes in the middle of each dot of flower center. 

    Stitch button on using pink thread.

9. Assemble flower and leaves.  Adhere to cover with 

    foam dimensional.
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ripe avocado card stock

ripe avocado ink

ripe avocado stitched ribbon

white & cream mix vintage buttons

twine

slot punch (making memories)

brads

1” circle punch

paper piercer

sewing machine & thread

SUPPLIES:

CUTTING LIST:
vintage cream card base 4 1/4" x 8 1/2"

vintage cream 5/8” x 4 1/4”

ripe avocado 4” x 4”

4" ripe avocado stitched ribbon

instructions:
1. Cut & score card base to make finished 

    card sized 4 1/4" x 4 1/4”".

2. Stamp both large & small flowers onto avocado

    cardstock using cream ink.  

3. Punch right edge with 1” circle punch.

4. Adhere to card front.  Stitch around edge.

5. Create slot within notch made with circle 

    punch. Insert ribbon.

6. Loop twine around ribbon ends and thread

    through button.  Tie with secure knot.

7. Stamp sentiment onto cream strip using 

    avocado ink.  Adhere to card front.

8. Pierce holes at edge of strip for brads.  Insert

    brads and fold back tabs.

9. If desired, cut additional piece of cardstock to 

    l ine back of front cover to hide brad backs

    and stitching.
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